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Abstract

This paper discusses the external affairs of Project Management Offices instead of focusing on the internals. The article was initiated by the “AtekPC Project Management Office” [1]. Most of the obstacles to establishing a PMO are beyond the CIO and PMO Manager’s control. There are external factors within the enterprise that will hinder progress of a PMO implementation.

We are going to take a PMO as a black box, and focus on how the PMO/Program Manager can manage external relations from diplomatic, marketing, public relations, international relations, corporate culture and political perspectives. This involves cooperation between the PMO and other entities in or outside the enterprise, to facilitate a successfully organizational integration.

Introduction

By reading the case studies in the “AtekPC Project Management Office” [1], we see a lot of headaches for the CIO when implementation a PMO in the enterprise. Regardless of the technical challenges during the implementation, the core of the problems seems to be that the PMO is lacking organization support, from the top to the bottom. There is not enough executive stakeholder support; there is no visibility of the program; there is a conflict of interests within departments; people are reluctant to change the ways they have been doing things. This paper is going to provide some high level suggestions to improve external relations for the PMO.

Problems Identification

After an in depth study in [1], we can abstract out a few root causes of PMO implementation hindrance.

**The PMO vision and role is not clearly defined.** There is no complete consensus regarding its purpose, its responsibilities, and its authority. It has slowly evolved.

**Not enough executive stakeholder support.** Not all of the senior executives were equally enthused about the PMO concept. Authority was primarily being developed bottom-up through the value of the PMO services. Even this was limited to those functional areas and IT areas actively engaging the PMO. There was no current plan to enforce usage at the enterprise level.

**Corporate culture limitation.** Corporate cultural change had been informal. They never treated PM, PMO, formal processes seriously. Normal Operation Processes and function units have to change their culture, behaviour, and even habits if they work with a PMO.

**No support from department management.** Department managers may see no value in introducing a PMO in their projects. Also there are political conflicts as well, with managers worrying about the PMO getting to much authority.
Hard to prove value before the PMO can get more support. This is a chicken and egg problem. The senior IT managers encouraged a slow, incremental strategy (baby steps) that would allow the PMO concept to prove itself with small victories won through mentoring one project at a time. While proving themselves, they may fail the challenges of addressing all the cultural limitations and barriers. The PMO had raised issues that had proven too controversial to resolve immediately.

Strategies

- Diplomatic perspective – How to approach and broaden Senior Executive Stakeholder support.
- Marketing perspective – How to convince people to buy something they have never used before
- Public Relations perspective – How to let everyone know about the PMO in your enterprise.
- International /Global relations – How to leverage the PMO to co-ordinate activities outside the enterprise.
- Political Support – How to establish conflict of interest policy.
- Corporate Culture perspective – How to work with Human Resource Department to change people cultural behaviour.

Diplomatic Perspective – How to broaden Senior Executive Stakeholders support?

Teaching the PMO management and CIO to approach and socialize with all the CEO, VPs, CIO, project offices, project managers, resource managers, and other senior executive is beyond the scope of this paper. However this is the very important first step of the whole campaign. In short we can get some insight from PMBOK [17], Communication Management and Planning. We need to understand:

- Who we need to talk to (stakeholder identification)
- When we need to say
- What and how (format, content, level of details, frequency) information will be delivered.

There are other aspect like risk identification matrix, procurement plan and change control plan.

Notice getting executive stakeholders support for the project is just like establishing alliances with the countries. Moreover do not limit your PMO by making alliances only with the executives, however getting top management support is a first crucial steps. In an enterprise we can think about making alliances with organizations such as Human Resource, Public Relations, Finance and Audit etc. All these “friendships” will help the PMO to promote itself and facilitate changes throughout the enterprise. We will elaborate on how some of those departments help a PMO implementations.
Marketing perspective – How to convince people to buy something they have never used before

You can never reach the top if you don’t have a good sales package. Executives are not going to buy your idea. One executive who realises the importance of the PMO is not enough. You need everyone to support you. This paper is not trying to teach the PMO how to be a good sales person. We would like to introduce some add value jargons PMO can use to turn executives on. We will be shallow in this section with literature review that would not touch any details. People can further pull out data from the case studies of the literature to demonstrate the track record of PMO success.

- Focus on the Return On Investment (ROI) [2]
- Implementing a PMO will help, projects finish on time; shorten project duration; controlling project priorities; smooth fighting for resources between projects; have trustworthy project priorities; right selection of project; bring project to successful closure; reduce project rework; organize things so people can achieve the most with minimal effort. [2]
- Powerful Executive presentation methodology: (problems of managing projects -> cost of problems -> connections between the root problem and the executive problems -> simulate one of the problems to show the executives the impact -> The PMO Solution -> Discussion -> Conclusion). [2]
- Program management office as Centre of Excellence (Gardner Research Strategic Report)[3][4]
- Process-Driven Project Management Office Implementation [5]. “To be effective, a process must be well understood by project stakeholders and consistently enforced by management.” The methods used to build the program management processes can reduce the organization’s resistance to change. The value added, event driven and function allocation tools can increase efficiency of the PMO implementation and ultimately reduce the cost of building and maintaining its processes. On-going performance measurement, monitoring and improvement system.
- Evolving the Project, management office [6]. “The five stage evolution models for PMO. The path toward sophistication (project office -> basic PMO -> standard PMO -> advanced PMO -> Centre of Excellence). PMO implementation is business integration activities. Not all organizations need to evolve to stage 5 and not all functions needed to be implemented, depending on the organization needs.
- A Project Management Office (PMO) Framework for successful Implementation of Information Technology Projects [7]. Enterprise Critical Path, results oriented, framework (Organization Mandate -> Philosophy Results Focus -> Mechanics (PMO Operations) -> Domain (Project Delivery, Portfolio Management).
- A multi-phase research program investigating project management offices PMOs [8]: Center of best practise, show value for money. “The structures, roles, and legitimacy of PMOs vary significantly from one organization to the next.” Many different properties can be used to differentiate “types” of PMOs (Monitoring and Controlling Project Performance, Development of Project Management Competencies and Methodologies, Multi-Project Management,
Organizational learning, execute specialized tasks for project managers (e.g. Prepare Schedules), Manage Customer Interfaces, Recruit, Select, Evaluate, and Determine Salaries for Project Managers.

- How PMO Leaders Facilitate Cross-Learning and Continuous Improvement [9]
- Project Management Sophistication and EPMO [10]. “Team focus versus enterprise focus functions”
- The program management office: establishing managing and growing the value of a PMO [11]. There are two themes. The first themes talks about three main roles of PMO. The second talks about approaches and techniques for gaining organizational support for implementation of a PMO.

With a more professional and powerful presentations, hopefully you can turn on the executives and gain support from the organization.

**Public Relations perspective – How to let everyone in your Enterprise know about the PMO?**

From the case studies, you can see the PMO changes involve everyone in the enterprise. Merely touching the heart of the king(s) is not going to bring you any success. You would like everyone in the company to participate in the change. One thing is to get visibility of the PMO across the enterprise and let people know why we need a PMO. We should consider this as a public relation campaign (PR).

Researching how to organize public relations event is out of the scope of this paper. However departments can learn from the work undertaken when organizations carry out exhibitions and workshops, or even fun fair or charity events to promote what they are doing. Besides demonstrating why we need a PMO and what is a PMO, the important key to success is that everyone in the organization can participate in providing comments for building the framework of the PMO. Therefore they can develop a sense of achievement supporting the PMO implementation.

**International/Global relations – How to leverage PMO to co-ordinate activities outside the enterprise?**

We are not going to elaborate too much on this topic. There are a few items worth mentioning:

- Having a single focal point from project managers to external vendors and contractors.
- Central focal point of procurement management.
- For multinational companies, serve as a single point of contact, co-ordination unit, global management unit for cross-national projects [12]

Instead of merely focusing on changing the ways people have been doing things, PMOs should also try to bring more external support to help local project managers with things they do not know how to do. Hopefully this will help department managers and staff to establish trust with the PMO and gradually gain support from them.

**Political Support – How to establish conflict of Interest Policy**

Creating standards, policies and procedures for a Project Management Office (PMO) is critical to the proper functioning of projects and programs under the PMO and the
ultimate success of the PMO within the larger organization. Policies will vary from one organization to another, but most important is understanding the expectations of stakeholders, the needs of the project and program teams and project and program managers and aligning the PMO’s mission with the strategic goals of the organization. Please note that this sample Conflict of Interest Policy is for discussion purposes only and that any policy would be required to meet the specific requirements of its governing organization and tailored to meet the specific needs of the PMO and the projects it oversees. [13]

**Corporate Culture perspective – How to work with Human Resource Department to change people culture behaviour?**

The executives may need to drive the PMO development along with those strategies in order to solve all these problems. It is more like how to re-engineering the DNA of the corporate. [14]

We need to reprogram the employee while bearing in mind:

- A solid understanding of the organizational culture mitigates the likelihood of touching off cultural “hot buttons” that can negatively impact perceptions by the target audience.
- Expand the number of “early adapters” to the change by clearly articulating the new business strategy and its impact on individuals and the organization
- Enhance effectiveness and lower resistance by focusing on the adult learner, reflecting the real work environment, and recognizing that adapting the PMO change can be meaningful and fun.

Talking about turning staff culture from informal to formal PMO processes implies we need to be professional in understanding behavioural changes. With a significant change in internal processes, just the initial talk of the intended change can be unsettling to a workforce comfortable in its current routine. Process improvement may perfectly achieve their objectives, but the workforce may not be prepared to accept them as part of their daily routines. A behaviour-focused approach makes change sustainable. It helps workers modify the way they feel and think about their jobs by aligning attitudes and behaviours with the system and process changes, as well as with the overall direction of the company. [15]

Also The PMO may want to leverage HR as a strategic partner in helping the organization meet its goals. There are good examples of how HR department can successfully change the corporate culture by launching change program, leveraging leadership approach, managers empowerment and mobilizing people. [16]

**Conclusions**

By taking the initiative and implementing the strategies, hopefully the external relations of the PMO can be enhanced and gain top to bottom organization support. In this way the implementation and maintenance of the PMO can be improved.
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